
C SERIES

Standing the  
installation 
world 
on its ear...



High 
performance 
Tour-tested reliability 
Now Lab.gruppen’s advanced amplifier 
technology and no-compromise 
Swedish engineering are available in 
eight C Series amplifiers purpose-built 
for installation applications. Each 
C Series amplifier is unmatched in its 
class for power- and channel-density, 
reliability under stress, and long-term 
durability.

No matter the size or type of 
your installation, from an intimate 
restaurant to a massive stadium, 
C Series amplifiers offer solutions that 
install quickly, occupy less space, and 
integrate seamlessly with complex AV 
systems. 

Network-ready out of the box
All models come NomadLink® 
network-ready. And using the 
network for monitoring and control  
is literally a snap, with all connections 
via standard Cat-5 cables. When 
the job is done, the robust and 
accurate Lab.gruppen sound will be 
appreciated by consultant, contractor 
and end-user alike. 

At the heart of every C Series amplifier is 
the same tour-honed technology that has 
made Lab.gruppen the first choice for sonic 
quality and reliability among the world’s 
leading sound rental companies. 
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The C Series comprises eight models divided into 
two application-specific platforms: four C Series 
high-power models; and four C…X models offering 
either four or eight channels plus features 
specifically tailored to distributed systems.

Listen. It’s a Lab.gruppen.
The C Series is designed, first and foremost, to 
deliver accurate and musical amplified sound - not 
just raw power. Sonic transparency has been the 
hallmark of Lab.gruppen amplifiers for more than 
25 years. It continues as a goal that will not be 
compromised at any stage of design, engineering  
or manufacture.  
Simply put: it’s the sound that matters.

Selectable Gain and VPL: optimize 
for any signal, any load
All C Series amplifiers feature 
adjustable input gain, allowing you 
to optimize the balance between 
headroom and noise floor. Gain is set 
globally in four-channel models, and 
in blocks of four channels on eight-
channel models. 

At the other end of the amplifier 
signal chain, the VPL (Voltage Peak 
Limiter) lets you individually tailor 
each output for the characteristics 
of the connected load. For direct 
drive of high-impedance systems 
(no transformers required), simply 
select the appropriate VPL setting. 
Other VPL settings are appropriate 
for different driver combinations in 
bi- and tri-amplified systems, and for 
large subwoofers. VPL is switchable 
for Hard or Soft attack characteristics: 
Hard is preferred for low-impedance 

and subwoofer applications, Soft  
for most high-impedance loads.

Pick your bridges
All channels on C Series amplifiers 
are bridgeable, and adjacent pairs can 
be bridged independently. This puts 
bridge-mode operation in a whole 
new context. For example, using the 
C 20:8X in a restaurant system, you 
could bridge two channel pairs for 
ceiling subwoofers and still have four 
channels left for driving four separate 
mid-high zones, either low-impedance 
or 70 / 100 V. 

Bridging amplifier channels normally 
introduces 6 dB of gain, but C Series 
amplifiers compensate with an 
automatic reduction (-6 dB). Gain is 
constant on all channels, making it 
easier to specify and align loudspeakers 
connected to a mixture of bridged and 
non-bridged channels.

Comprehensive protection for 
non-stop service
All Lab.gruppen amplifiers incorporate 
the industry’s most extensive suite 
of protection features. Even when 
stressed by extreme conditions 
or random mishaps, the C Series 
protection circuits make it virtually 
impossible to damage the amplifier 
circuitry or connected loudspeakers. 
Standard protection features include:

• CPL (Current Peak Limiter) 
Keeps output devices operating within 
current handling capability.
• Temperature protection 
Keeps amplifier within thermal limits.
• VHF (Very High Frequency) 
Monitoring safeguards drivers from 
damage by continuous, non-musical 
VHF signals.
• DC protection 
Prevents any direct current at outputs. 
• PAL™ (Power Average Limiter) 
Monitors current draw to prevent 
power interruption
• Low-impedance warning 
Guards against failures from  
short-circuits. 
• High-impedance warning 
Indicates blown or disconnected drivers.
• Soft-start (low inrush) 
Prevents mains breaker tripping at 
power-up.

C SERIES Models

  C 68:4 4 x 1700 W    

  C 48:4 4 x 1200 W    

  C 28:4 4 x 700 W   

    C 16:4 4 x 400 W  

  C 20:8X 8 x 250 W    

  C 10:8X 8 x 125 W    

  C 10:4X 4 x 250 W   

    C 5:4X 4 x 125 W

C SERIES Benefits

Tailored to installation applications

Eight unique models

Wide ranging power outputs from 125 to 1700 W 
per channel

Exclusive VPL (Voltage Peak Limiter) matches 
channel output to load

Bridgeable in channel pairs

Network monitoring and control via NomadLink® 
and DeviceControl software (NLB 60E required)

Low-Z (2-16 ohms) or High-Z (70 V or 100 V) output 
selectable per channel

Selectable input gain

Craftsmen-built in Kungsbacka, Sweden



More power C 28:4 (4 x 700 W) 
All power ratings @ 4 ohms

High efficiency and power density
Lab.gruppen C Series high-power 
amplifiers pack more useful power 
into a smaller space, often reducing the 
total rack space required by as much 
as 50%. High efficiency reduces the 
AC mains current supply requirements, 
and also trims amplifier room cooling 
costs. Overall cost reductions are 
significant in large installations such 
as stadiums and arenas, convention 
centers, and larger auditoriums and 
houses of worship. Cost of operation 
over time is greatly reduced.

Class TD and R.SMPS
Both the efficiency and exemplary 
sound quality of C Series high-power 
amplifiers are the result of two 
proprietary Lab.gruppen technologies: 

power independent of deviations in 
mains voltage. Sound remains powerful 
and consistent even with fluctuations 
in the mains supply. The high efficiency 
of the R.SMPS contributes to the light 
weight and small footprint of C Series 
high-power amplifiers.

Intercooler® Cooling System
With so much power output packed into 
a small chassis size, cooling becomes 
a critical factor. C Series high-power 

amplifiers incorporate Lab.gruppen’s 
patented Intercooler® to maximize 
heat dissipation. Thousands of tiny 
copper fins expose more surface area 
for greater cooling efficiency. Also, the 
Intercooler® is mounted transverse to 
airflow from the twin fans, so all output 
devices benefit from uniform cooling. 
The result is high continuous power 
whenever required coupled with reliable 
performance and a long service life. 

The Class TD output stage and the 
R.SMPS (Regulated Switch Mode Power 
Supply). The patented Class TD topology 
- a breakthrough in amplifier design - 
utilizes a sonically pure Class B stage 
for the audio path to the loudspeakers 
in combination with a high-frequency 
tracking rail voltage derived from the 
Class D concept. This combination 
produces a flat frequency response 
into reactive loads, with extremely low 
distortion and no sonic coloration.

The Regulated Switch Mode Power 
Supply (R.SMPS) ensures that the 
amplifier will deliver stable output 

The C Series high-power platform comprises four models, each 
specifically designed for applications demanding high power output 
for large sound reinforcement systems.

Common:
Power on
Power Average Limiter (PAL)
NomadLink® network active

Per channel:
Mute
Fault
Voltage Peak Limiter (VPL / CLIP) 
-10 dB and -4 dB output metering
Signal present / High impedance 
Bridge (per channel pair) 
High Temperature (TEMP) 
Very High Frequency (VHF)
Current Peak Limiter (CPL)

Barrier strip 2-pole output 
connectors
3-pin Phoenix, 
electronically balanced 
input connectors

Mains Inlet (115 V / 230 V)
NomadLink® In and Out ports
Network indicator

Accurate indicators

Models:

Input gain, Fan masked, 
VPL voltage select, VPL mode,
Bridge mode

Dust filters (accessible behind grille)
Mains power switch
Remote power active

DIP-switch matrix

C 68:4 shownClass TD technology

Class TD supply rails closely track the output 
waveform for high effi ciency and extremely low 
distortion.

Pure copper Intercooler® fins

Characteristics of different power 
supply designs:

   R.SMPS provides stable voltage down to 90 V (115
   V nominal) or 180 V (230 V nominal).
   Drops in mains voltage produce proportional drops
   with typical toroidal power supplies.
   Other typical supplies show severe rail voltage drops
   due to semi-conductor losses, potentially causing
   current limiting or shutdown.
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Patented Class D output for high 
efficiency
C…X amplifiers employ a new, 
patented and highly refined Class D 
implementation that is ideally suited 
to lower power levels where the 
advantages of Class TD are marginally 
beneficial. This output stage produces 
sustained power levels with very low 
distortion while maintaining efficiency 
levels close to 90%. 

Universal PSU: works anywhere in 
the world 
The new universal switching power 
supply employs PFC (Power Factor 
Correction) to stabilize current draw, 
and it accepts any mains voltage from 
100-230 VAC (+/- 10%) @ 50 or 60 Hz 
through the appropriate IEC cord. The 
overall result is a flat frequency response 
into reactive loads, emulating the output 
characteristics of the high-power 
C Series amplifiers to maintain a uniform 
sonic signature throughout the line.

Built-in GPIO 
for control 
compatibility
For quick 
interfacing with 
third-party control 
systems, C…X 

amplifiers provide GPIO capability via 
two rear-panel Phoenix connectors. 
The OUT connectors create a closed 
connection when the amplifier is turned 
on (OUT 1) or when a fault condition 
exists (OUT 2). The IN connections can 
be set via DIP-switch for two toggled 
power on/off connections, or for a 
single “same state” (closed = on / 
open = off) response.

High-pass filter tailors response for 
each channel
Each channel of the C…X amplifier 
offers an individually selectable high-
pass filter. The 35 Hz rolloff frequency 
allows full-range operation while 
cutting subsonic frequencies that are 
problematic in many high-impedance 
applications.
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The C Series C...X models are matched to a wide range of channel-hungry 
applications, including multi-zone installations typical of restaurants and retail 
outlets, transportation facilities, schools, museums, and boardrooms. These 
applications benefit from availability of higher channel density, built-in GPIO 
functions, a switchable high-pass filter, and a universal power supply.

A new 
amplifier 
standard, 
three 
decades in 
the making
Years before 
the company 
was 

established in 1979, co-founders 
Kenneth Andersson and Dan Bavholm 
already had earned a reputation as 
bold innovators with a passion for 
building better audio equipment. 
One of their first hand-built products, 
a custom mixer, was pressed into 
service for a performance by legendary 
singer Eartha Kitt when she visited 
their hometown of Kungsbacka, 
Sweden. At the time, the two 
basement builders were full-time 
schoolboys still in their mid-teens.

Soon after launching Lab.gruppen, 
the duo expanded their product line 
to include AXE-AMP guitar amplifiers. 
When an OEM output stage used 
in the earliest models proved 

foundational advances, Lab.gruppen 
steadily built a loyal following 
among leading sound rental 
companies. At first distribution was 
limited to the Swedish market, then 
gradually expanded into the rest of 
Europe. Demand often threatened 
to outstrip supply, but quality 

control standards never were 
compromised in order to ship more 
product. Only after a larger, highly 
efficient manufacturing plant (still 
in Kungsbacka) came on line was 
product distribution fully expanded 
into North America and Asia.

A commitment to the sound 
installation industry
With the introduction of the 
C Series, Lab.gruppen has set new, 
higher standards for sound quality, 
reliability and ease of integration 
into systems for any installed sound 
application. Whether the project at 
hand is an elite restaurant, a 
performing arts center, or a 
massive stadium, Lab.gruppen  
C Series amplifiers are first choice 
for performance, installation 
efficiency and overall end-user 
satisfaction.

unsatisfactory, Kenneth Andersson 
set out to design and build circuits 
that sounded better and could not be 
“smoked”. The result was used in all 
subsequent guitar amplifiers and, in 
late 1980, incorporated into the SS 300 
- Lab.gruppen’s first power amplifier. 

Building on breakthroughs
Over the following two decades, 
Lab.gruppen achieved a remarkable 
number of breakthroughs in power 
amplifier design. The copper-finned 
Intercooler® removed heat from 
amplifiers with unprecedented 
efficiency. The Regulated Switch 
Mode Power Supply (R.SMPS) proved 
that a truly lightweight amplifier 
could indeed be reliable, sonically 
transparent, and free of excessive 
ambient noise. The innovative MLS 
(now VPL) circuit allowed amplifier 
outputs to be tailored to load 
characteristics. And the patented 
Class TD output stage combined the 
low distortion of Class B with the high 
efficiency of Class D designs.
Building on these and other 

Over the past decade, Lab.gruppen amplifiers 
have rapidly emerged as the benchmark for quality 
and durability in power amplification. Yet the term 
“overnight success” hardly applies here. The roots 
of Lab.gruppen technology extend back more than 
three decades.

Our storyNomadLink® 
network: Control, 
monitoring, 
power sequencing

All C Series amplifiers are shipped 
NomadLink-ready as standard. Though 
powerful and comprehensive, 
NomadLink® is remarkably simple to 
set up and use. Within minutes you 
can network a rack full of amplifiers 
simply by clicking in standard Cat-5 
cables to form a fully redundant 
daisy-chain loop. As many as 60 
high-power C Series amplifiers (or up 
to 30 C...X amplifiers) can be included 

Input sources:
Analog signals from

mixing console,
x-overs and DSP's

PC running DeviceControl software

Ethernet / TCP/IP (Cat-5)

NLB 60E
NomadLink® / Ethernet bridge

2 x 1200 W @ 4 ohms  
Main house system lo-Z
Left

2 x 1200 W @ 4 ohms
Main house system lo-Z
Right

2 x 1200 W @ 4 ohms
Center system lo-Z

1 x 2400 W @ 8 ohms
(two channels bridged)
Sub lo-Z

70/100 volt line
ceiling speaker x 6 @ 15 W each
Lobby 2

70/100 volt line
ceiling speaker x 6 @ 15 W each
Restrooms

70/100 volt line
ceiling speaker x 6 @ 15 W each
Lobby 1

70/100 volt line
ceiling speaker x 6 @ 15 W each
Wardrobe Area

C 48:4

C 48:4

Lo/Hi x 2

Lo/Hi/Sub

4 x Full-range

C 5:4X

NomadLink® (Cat-5)

NomadLink® (Cat-5)

NomadLink® (Cat-5)

in a single subnet, and up to 16 
subnets can be monitored and 
controlled from a Windows PC  
running Lab.gruppen’s proprietary 
DeviceControl software. With 
NomadLink®, one laptop can supervise 
a system with up to 3840 amplifier 
channels.

NLB 60E - NomadLink® Bridge & 
Network Controller
The keystone component in each 
NomadLink® subnet is the optional 
NLB 60E NomadLink® Bridge & 
Network Controller. It primarily 
functions as a bridge between 
connected NomadLink® subnets and 

the DeviceControl software on the 
host PC. Connection between the PC 
and NLB 60E is via standard TCP/IP, 
either directly (peer-to-peer) or over a 
wired or wireless LAN. The NLB 60E 
provides power on/off and mute 
functions directly from the front-panel, 
and programmable GPI functions for 
interfacing with third-party control 
systems. The NLB 60E also maintains 
phantom power to the NomadLink® 
modules in the amplifiers, allowing 
them to remain online even when 
mains power is off. NomadLink® 
provides automatic detection of 
devices in physical order in the 
network, and facilitates automatic 
uploading of all amplifier data into the 
DeviceControl software. Users can 
modify uploaded configurations, or 
create new system configurations 
offline for later matching to physical 
amplifier systems. In addition to power 
sequencing, power on/off, Mute and 
Solo functions, DeviceControl provides 
comprehensive monitoring of amplifier 
status and clear warning of potential or 
actual fault conditions. 



Common:
Power on
Power Average Limiter (PAL)
NomadLink® network active

Per channel:
Mute
Fault
Signal present / High impedance 
Bridge (per channel pair) 
Voltage Peak Limiter (VPL / CLIP) 
Current Peak Limiter (CPL) 
Very High Frequency (VHF)
High Temperature (TEMP)

Barrier strip 2-pole output 
connectors
3-pin Phoenix, 
electronically balanced 
input connectors

IEC Inlet Universal Power 
Supply (100-240 V)
NomadLink® In and Out ports
Network indicator

Input gain, Fan masked 
Bridge mode
VPL voltage select, VPL mode

DIP-switch matrix

Accurate indicators

Models:

Mains power switch
Dust filters (accessible behind grille)
Remote power active

C 5:4X (4 x 125 W) C 10:4X (4 x 250 W) 
All power ratings @ 16/8/4 ohms & 70 V

C 20:8X (8 x 250 W) C 10:8X (8 x 125 W) 



Specifications
Model

Number of channels

Peak total output all channels driven

Peak output voltage per channel

Max. output current per channel

 

Max Output Power

16 ohms per ch. (all ch.’s driven)

8 ohms per ch. (all ch.’s driven)

4 ohms per ch. (all ch.’s driven)

2 ohms per ch. (all ch.’s driven)

Hi-Z per ch. (all ch.’s driven): 70 Vrms / 100 V peak

16 ohms Bridged per ch.1)

8 ohms Bridged per ch.1)

4 ohms Bridged per ch.1)

2 ohms Bridged per ch.1)

Hi-Z Bridged per ch.1): 140 Vrms / 200 V peak

Performance with Gain: 

THD 20 Hz - 20 kHz for 1 W

THD at 1 kHz and 1 dB below clipping

Signal To Noise Ratio

Channel separation (Crosstalk) at 1 kHz

Frequency response (1 W into 8 ohms) +0/-3 dB

Input impedance

Input Common Mode Rejection, CMR

Output impedance @ 100 Hz

Voltage Peak Limiter (VPL), max. peak output

VPL, selectable per ch. 3)

VPL, when bridged 3) 1)

Voltage Peak Limiter mode (per ch.)

Gain and Level

Amplifier gain selectable (all channels) 1) 
– rear-panel switches

Default gain

Level adjustment (per ch.)

Connectors and switches

Input connectors (per ch.)

Output connectors (per ch.)

Output bridge mode

High pass filter

NomadLink® network

Intelligent fans (on/off)

Power on/off and Remote enable on/off

Cooling

General Purpose Outputs (GPO)

General Purpose Inputs (GPI)

Front-panel indicators

Common

Per channel

Power

Operating voltage, 230 V / 115 V nominal

Minimum power-up voltage, 230 V / 115 V

Power Average Limiter (PAL) 2)

Soft-start / Inrush Current Draw

Mains connector

Dimensions (W/H/D)

Weight

Finish

Approvals
  
Note 1): Automatic -6 dB gain compensation when bridging channels. Ch.’s A+B and/or C+D, E+F, G+H, can be bridged individually. 

Note 2): PAL can reduce the maximum output power to keep the power supply operating safely, and/or to prevent excessive current draw tripping the mains breaker. Refer to Operation Manual. 
Note 3): For sine waves, peak voltage output values translate to Vrms with the formula V/1.41 = Vrms. E.g. 100 V peak equals app. 70 V peak. Hence, outputs can be set for high-impedance loads without  
 requiring a transformer.

All specifications are subject to change without notice.
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w w w . l a b g r u p p e n . c o m
Item no. BR-CS_V3

Lead-Free
Compliant 
RoHS

C 68:4 C 48:4 C 28:4 C 16:4 C 20:8X C 10:8X C 10:4X C 5:4X

4 4 4 4 8 8 4 4

6800 W 4800 W 2800 W 1600 W 2000 W 1000 W 1000 W 500 W

141 V 141 V 141 V 141 V 100 V / 70 Vrms 100 V / 70 Vrms 100 V / 70 Vrms 100 V / 70 Vrms

24.5 Arms 17.5 Arms 12 Arms 8.5 Arms 8 Arms 5,6 Arms 8 Arms 5,6 Arms

    

650 W 625 W 600 W 400 W 250 W 125 W 250 W 125 W

1200 W 1000 W 700 W 400 W 250 W 125 W 250 W 125 W

1700 W 1200 W 700 W 300 W 250 W 125 W 250 W 125 W

1200 W 600 W 300 W n.r 4) 125 W  60 W 125 W  60 W

1600 W 900 W 700 W 400 W 250 W 125 W 250 W 125 W

2400 W 2000 W 1400 W 800 W 500 W 250 W 500 W 250 W

3400 W 2400 W 1200 W 600 W 500 W 250 W 500 W 250 W

2400 W 1200 W 600 W n.r 4) 250 W 125 W 250 W 125 W

n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r. n.r.

3200 W 1800 W 1400 W 800 W 500 W 250 W 500 W 250 W
  

 35 dB and VPL: 100 V 32 dB and VPL: 100 V

<0.1% <0.1%

<0.05% <0.05%

>112 dBA >112 dBA

>70 dB >70 dB

2.3 Hz - 56 kHz 2.3 Hz - 56 kHz

20 kOhm 20 kOhm

50 dB 50 dB

30 mOhm 48 mOhm

141, 118, 100, 85, 71, 59, 50, 42 V 100, 63, 45, 32 V

282, 236, 200, 170, 142, 118, 100, 84 V 200, 126, 90, 64 V

Hard / Soft Hard / Soft

23, 26, 29, 32, 35, 38, 41, 44 dB 29, 32, 35, 38 dB

35 dB 32 dB

Front-panel potentiometer, 21 position detented from -inf to 0 dB
, hidden behind security panel/dust-filter grille

Front-panel potentiometer, 21 position detented from -inf to 0 dB
, hidden behind security panel/dust-filter grille

3-pin Phoenix, electronically balanced 3-pin Phoenix, electronically balanced

Barrier strip 2-pole screw terminals Barrier strip 2-pole screw terminals

A+B and/or C+D, inputs A and C are input source A+B, C+D, E+F, G+H, inputs A, C, E, G are signal source

- Fixed at 35 Hz, switchable per channel

On board, 2 x RJ45 connectors  IN and OUT On board, 2 x RJ45 connectors, IN and OUT

Yes, depending on presence of output signal Yes, depending on presence of output signal

Individual switches on front-panel Individual switches on front-panel

Two fans, front-to-rear airflow, temperature controlled speed Two fans, front-to-rear airflow, temperature controlled speed

- Contact Closure types, 2-pole Phoenix

- Contact Closure types, 2-pole Phoenix

NomadLink® Network; Power Average Limiter (PAL)2); Power on NomadLink® Network; Power Average Limiter (PAL)2); Power on

Signal present / High-impedance; -10 dB and -4 dB output 
signal;Voltage Peak Limiter (VPL); Current Peak Limiter (CPL): Very 
High Frequency (VHF); High temperature; Fault; Mute

Signal present / High-impedance; Voltage Peak Limiter (VPL); Current 
Peak Limiter (CPL): Very High Frequency (VHF); High temperature; 
Fault; Mute

130-265 V / 65-135 V 100-240 V

171 V / 85 V 80 V

Yes Yes

Yes / max. 5 A Yes / max. 5 A

230 V CE: 16 A, CEE7; 115 V ETL: 20 A / NEMA 5-20P IEC Inlet / NEMA 5-15P

W: 483 mm (19”), H: 88 mm (2 U), D: 343 mm (13.5”) W: 483 mm (19”), H: 88 mm (2 U), D: 343 mm (13.5”)

12 kg (26.4 lbs.) 8.5 kg (18.75 lbs.)

Black painted steel chassis with gray painted steel front Black painted steel chassis with gray painted steel front

CE, ANSI/UL 60065 (ETL), CSA C22.2 NO. 60065, FCC CE, ANSI/UL 60065 (ETL), CSA C22.2 NO. 60065, FCC
  




